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1 Introdution

Aording to the standard view, the lexial semantis of the partile only provides

that sentenes of the form only(�) entail that all propositions other than k�k are

false. Of ourse, what is meant is not all propositions that an be onstruted

on the basis of a given model, but all propositions in some distinguished domain

of quanti�ation. Rooth's semanti rule for only (1) makes referene to a domain

variableD whih should be instantiated by an appropriate set of propositions whih,

in turn, should be given by the ontext.

(1) only(�) i� k�k ^ 8p 2 D : p) k�k = p

The ruial problem is what sort of propositions make up that set. Three kinds

of restritions have been disussed in the literature.

The Fous-determined onstraint (2) proposed by Rooth (1985, 1992) requires

that the quanti�ation domain of only be inluded in �'s fous semanti value k�k

F

whih is a maximal set of propositions that di�er from k�k only in the interpretation

of the foused onstituent.

(2) The Fous-determined onstraint (Rooth, 1992):

D � k�k

F

Rooth's theory makes reasonable preditions as long as the foused onstituent

is of type e, sine in this ase the propositions in D an be assumed to be logially

independent, but the theory runs into serious problems leading to ontraditory

sentenes with only as soon as foi of higher types are onsidered. These shortom-

ings should be overome by adding the Relevane onstraint whih requires that

the domain of quanti�ation only ontain propositions that are relevant to the ur-

rent question under disussion, or salient within the urrent disourse topi. It has

often been suggested (von Fintel, 1995) that Relevane should ultimately make the

Fous-determined onstraint obsolete and beome the priniple that governs the

omposition of quanti�ation domains. However, the proponents of this hypothesis

apparently do not onsider making use of a third type of onstraints, whih I will

all `logial'.

Logial onstraints are meant to inlude prohibitions of ertain logial relations

between elements of a quanti�ation domain, for instane, the requirement that

a quanti�ation domain, whether it onsists of propositions, properties or other

entities, should not ontain two entities that bear a part-whole relation (Kratzer,
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1989; Shwarzshild, 1997). Another example of a logial onstraint is Shwarz-

shild's (1997) requirement that a quanti�ation domain be onsistent.

In this paper, I address the question whether logial onstraints are neessary

or whether they an (and should) be overed by Relevane. First, I will give

a brief overview of a number of problems that arise if the propositions in the

quanti�ation domain are not logially independent, and reapitulate the relevant

disussion in the literature (setion 2). In setion 3, I will show that Relevane based

on Groenendijk and Stokhof's (1984) notion of answerhood does not aount for

two of the three problemati ases. Setion 4 explores the possibility of introduing

a logial onstraint whih expliitly requires independene of the propositions in

D. The proposed theory will be able to avoid all types of ontraditory entailments

mentioned in this paper, but it also has two serious problems. First, the proposed

Independene onstraint is too strong sine it makes quantity sales like some > all

ill-formed quanti�ation domains. Setion 5 disusses a possible tehnial solution

to the problem, although a real solution will remain outside the sope of the urrent

paper. The seond diÆulty of the proposed approah, disussed in setion 6, has

to do with the non-funtional harater of logial onstraints, i.e. that one and

the same disourse situation (information state) an be assoiated with di�erent

quanti�ation domains. Here van Rooy's (2002) proposal treating Relevane as a

gradual parameter might help us to establish a preferene for one quanti�aton

domain over the other.

2 What only should not exlude

To begin with, already Rooth (1985) pointed out that his analysis of only 's seman-

tis leads to ontraditions if one of the alternatives is a neessarily true proposition

like (3b), whih is a possible alternative to `John swam' if the whole VP is in fous.

In this ase (3a) is neessarily false sine it entails John 6= John. It is usually

suggested that suh trivial statements should be exluded from the quanti�ation

domain as irrelevant, on a par with propositions like (3) whih just have nothing

to do with the topi of disussion.

(3) a. John only swam.

b. John = John.

. John has a brother.

The seond lass of ontraditory sentenes with only has to do with the relation

of entailment between the propositions in the quanti�ation domain. This type of

ontraditions has reeived a lot of attention in onnetion with foused quanti�ers

(von Stehow, 1991; Bonomi and Casalegno, 1993) but the problem is in fat muh

more general. In brief, to avoid ontradition, only should not exlude alternatives

that follow from the seleted proposition, i.e. (4a) should not exlude (4b). This

has been remedied mainly by adjusting the semanti rule for only ; one of the

simplest and most general ways to do that is to introdue an expliit restrition

that entailments are not exluded (Shwarzshild, 1997), f. (5).

(4) a. Eleanor only has a son.

b. Eleanor has a hild.

. Eleanor only has a hild.

d. Eleanor has a son.

e. Eleanor has a daughter.
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(5) only(�) i� k�k ^ 8p 2 D : p, k�k ! p

However, apparently it is also a problem if entailment holds the other way round,

i.e. the seleted alternative is entailed by some propostion in D. If this is allowed,

(4) should exlude (4d) whih is not neessarily ontraditory, but ertainly not

what (4) is intended to mean. But if the exluded alternatives happen to exhaust

the spae of the seleted one, i.e. if the latter entails a disjuntion of the former,

(4b) � (4d) [ (4e), then the ontradition is bak again: e.g. (4) entails that

Eleanor neither has a son nor a daughter.

The third problemati ase, whih has reeived muh less attention, is quanti�-

ation domains that inlude propositions whose omplementary propositions are in-

onsistent. This is the ase, for instane, with (6b) and (6d): :(6b) entails ::(6d).

If both (6b) and (6d) belong to the alternatives then a sentene like `Henry only

disinherited Rihard' would entail that Henry neither disinherited John nor failed

to do so, whih is neessarily false.

(6) a. Henry disinherited Rihard.

b. Henry disinherited John.

. Henry did not disinherit Rihard.

d. Henry did not disinherit John.

Rooth's Fous-determined onstraint (2) is of no help here. Constituents like

[V P ℄ and [not V P ℄ are presumably of the same semanti type. Thus a sentene

of the form [NP [V P

0

℄

F

℄ would have both kNP [V P ℄k and kNP [not V P ℄k in its

fous semanti value. And even if some syntati mehanism had been introdued

to prevent the ontribution of negated sentenes to the fous semanti value, the

problem would still remain unsolved for alternatives based on lexial antonyms suh

as leave something to John and disinherit John whih an be taken to be roughly

omplementary.

Unlike the entailment problem, the problem of inonsistent omplements annot

be repaired in any obvious way by adjusting the semanti rule for only. In order to

know whih proposition in D an be exluded one has to know what other propo-

sitions have been exluded whih makes the interpretation of only non-funtional.

It is possible, however, to impose restritions on the anteedent for the domain

variable D that only 's lexial semantis depends on. This is the option that will

be pursued in this paper as it makes it possible to treat all three ases disussed

above in a uniform fashion. I will simply adopt the standard semantis for only (5)

and address the issue of domain restrition at the level of pragmatis.

3 Relevane and Independene

3.1 A theory of Relevane

It is standardly assumed that information exhange between individuals is governed

by the Griean Cooperation Priniple. In a ooperative setting, relevane of some

information an be naturally understood as relatedness to a question mutually

addressed by the partiipants of ommuniation, or helpfulness in solving a ommon

problem. This view is taken, for instane, by J�ager (1996), Roberts (1996) and

Groenendijk (1999). The underlying assumptions are that a proposition is a set of

possible worlds and a question is a partition of some proposition. Then, aording to

Groenendijk (1999), a proposition is relevant if it ful�lls the following requirements.
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First, it should answer the question under disussion, i.e. eliminate at least one but

not all ells in the question's partition (Groenendijk and Stokhof, 1984). Seond,

it must address that question entirely, i.e. one it eliminates some world in a ell

it should eliminate the whole ell (Lewis (1988), f. Groenendijk's (1999) notion of

liensing). Note that within this approah, relevane is a Boolean property, i.e. a

proposition is either relevant or irrelevant, without any intermediate degrees.

(7) Answerhood:

p answers Q i� 9q; r 2 Q : p \ q = ; and p \ r 6= ;

(8) Entire Aboutness:

p is entirely about Q i� 8q 2 Q : q � p or q � �p

In order to relate this to the phenomenon of quanti�ation by only, let's assume

that eah sentene is uttered in some information state I = hC;Q;Di where C

is a proposition that reets the ommon knowledge of the interloutors, Q is

a partition of C representing the urrent question under disussion (f. Roberts,

1996; Groenendijk, 1999), and D is a set of propositions (distint from Q) whih

will diretly instantiate the quanti�ation domain variable in the semantis of only.

In addition to the Fous-determined onstraint (2), the domain of quanti�ation

D must satisfy Relevane, i.e. eah proposition in D must be relevant to the

question under disussion Q (9).

(9) The Relevane onstraint:

8p 2 D : p is relevant to Q

It is quite obvious that the de�nition of Relevane and the orresponding on-

straint prevent tautologies like John = John (3b) from appearing in the quanti�-

ation domain. On the assumption that question partitions do not ontain empty

ells, a proposition that is neessarily true never answers any question, so it is

never relevant. Relevane will also exlude propositions like (3) from D as long as

the question addressed by the interloutors onerns, for instane, John's ativities

on the weekend, f. (3a), and not his family relations. Other problemati ases

disussed in setion 2 and their relation to the theory of relevane presented above

are taken under loser observation in the next setions.

3.2 Entailment

As noted in setion 2, only should not exlude propositions that entail or are

entailed by the seleted alternative. The seond prohibition is obvious: without

it the semantis of only leads diretly to a ontradition. This problem has been

handled by a number of authors by adjusting the rule for only, f. setion 2.

The �rst ase, exempli�ed by (4-e) repeated below, has reeived less attention

generally and remains problemati for theories that pursue the semanti strategy.

This setion is onerned with the question whether a pragmati theory based on

the notion of relevane in terms of Groenendijk (1999) brings us any further.

(4) . Eleanor only has a hild.

d. Eleanor has a son.

e. Eleanor has a daughter.

It has already been noted (e.g. by Kadmon, 2001) that there is no intuitive rea-

son why having a son should be irrelevant while having a hild is under disussion.
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Moreover, in a ertain sense two properties related to the same domain of world

knowledge, e.g. family relations, are likely to be relevant at the same time. If our

formal theory reets suh understanding of relevane, then (4) should be able to

exlude (4d) at least in some ontexts, whih is not the ase. In other words, this

kind of relevane is not restritive enough to eliminate all propositions from D that

should be eliminated.

The Groenendijk-style formal notion of relevane is ompatible with this under-

standing. That is, it is possible to onstrut a sound question whih makes both

`Eleanor has a hild' and `Eleanor has a son' relevant. For instane, if `daughter',

`son' and `husband' are the only family relations that ount, a question like `What

kind of family does Eleanor have?' would ontain the ells listed in (10), where d,

s and h are the propositions that Eleanor has a daughter, a son, and a husband,

respetively, and C is the ommon ground.

(10) a. C \ d \ s \ h

b. C \ d \ s \

�

h

. C \ d \ �s \ h

d. C \ d \ �s \

�

h

e. C \

�

d \ s \ h

f. C \

�

d \ s \

�

h

g. C \

�

d \ �s \ h

h. C \

�

d \ �s \

�

h

Obviously, the proposition that Eleanor has a son is relevant to this question.

But assuming that every hild is either a son or a daughter the proposition `Eleanor

has a hild' is relevant, too: it exludes some ells in the partition suh as (10g),

but not all, e.g. (10a), so it answers the question; and either it or its omplement

is entailed by every ell, so it is entirely about (10). Note that sine both d and s

are relevant, (4) entails that Eleanor neither has a son nor a daughter, although

she has a hild, whih is a ontradition.

Thus the notion of relevane based on answerhood and entire aboutness with

respet to a question as partition leaves spae for hyponymous propositions in the

domain of quanti�ation. What was intuitively attributed to domain restritions

other than relevane is indeed not overed by Groenendijk's de�nition, given in

(7) and (8). So if we adopt this de�nition, additional onstraints on D should be

imposed.

3.3 Complement-onsisteny

Another soure for ontraditory sentenes with only disussed in setion 2 is quan-

ti�ation domains that ontain propositions with inonsistent omplements.

(11) Complement-onsisteny:

P = fp

1

; :::; p

n

g is omplement-onsistent i�

n

T

i=1

�p

i

6= ;

This ase is even more problemati for relevane in terms of Groenendijk (1999).

The most basi example for omplement-inonsistent propositions are the omple-

mentary propositions p and �p.

1

One of the onsequenes of Groenendijk's theory is

1

Complementary propositions are both inonsistent and omplement-inonsistent, but the two

properties are generally independent. For instane, p\ q and �q are inonsistent but omplement-

onsistent, whereas p [ q and �q are onsistent but omplement-inonsistent.
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fat (12), referred to as presuppostion test in Groenendijk (1999), whih says that

whenever a proposition is relevant its omplement is relevant, too.

(12) If p is relevant to Q then �p is also a relevant to Q.

For instane, if (6a) and (6b) are relevant to some question Q, so are (6) and

(6d): A sentene like `Henry only disinherited Rihard' would still imply that he

neither disinherited John nor failed to do so. Note that this problem arises not just

with some but with all possible questions under disussion that have more than two

ells. Thus a onstraint based on Groenendijk's relevane systematially allows for

quanti�ation domains that lead to absurd only-sentenes.

3.4 Solution strategies

As has been shown, neither Relevane nor Fous-determined ongruene are re-

stritive enough to exlude quanti�ation domains that lead to ontraditions. In

priniple, there are two possible ways to approah this problem at the level of

pragmatis. One way is to look for a di�erent notion of relevane whih should

be able to distinguish between `positive' and `negative' propositions or a propo-

sition and its onsequenes and make them di�erently relevant depending on the

ontext. Another option is to introdue additional onstraints on D that prevent

undesirable logial relations between its elements. Kratzer (1989) pointed out one

onsideration in favour of the latter option.

Consider the following example: suppose one evening Paula painted a still life

with apples and bananas. She spent most of the evening painting and stopped only

to make herself a up of tea and, say, eat a piee of bread. Sentene (13) an, of

ourse, give rise to objetions beause obviously painting that still life was not the

only ation performed by Paula that evening.

(13) Paula only painted a still life.

Kratzer suggests that one should distinguish between two ruially di�erent

kinds of objetions, illustrated in (14): a pedant would insist that Paula, in fat,

also made herself a up of tea and ate a piee of bread. If one wanted to defend

the point in (13) one ould say that the speaker did not onsider `making a up of

tea' and `eating a piee of bread' as relevant alternatives to `painting a still life',

therefore (13) is true enough. The lunati's ase is di�erent: Paula did not paint

apples and bananas apart from painting that still life. It's not that these ations

are less important than `painting a still life', they are just not distint from it.

(14) Pedant: This is not true. She also made herself a up of tea and ate a

piee of bread.

Lunati: This is not true. She also painted apples and she also painted

bananas.

Although the relation between the propositions in Kratzer's example is not one

this paper is onerned with, the same kind of argumentation an be applied to our

ase. Suppose the jury is trying to �gure out the essene of Eleanor's o�ene with

respet to Rosamund and one of the sides is laiming (15). In the given situation

the sentene would probably mean that she did not rob or kidnap her.

(15) Eleanor only killed Rosamund.
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If someone tries to objet saying that Eleanor also initiated a ivil war, Eleanor's

attorney an protest on the basis that this has nothing to do with the subjet of

litigation, i.e. the relevane onstraint is violated. However, I doubt that the law of

proedure ontains any appropriate regulations for the ase of objetions like (16)

or (17).

2

The ommon sense will not reognize them as an attempt to ontradit

(15).

(16) This is not true. She also poisoned her.

(17) This is not true. She also did not rob her.

These examples illustrate the intuition that we are dealing with two di�erent

kinds of ommuniation failure and that one of them, the lunati ase, is muh

worse than the other. The pragmati theory should reet this distintion and one

step in that diretion is to model it as violations of di�erent priniples. In the next

setion I explore this theoretial option.

4 Logial onstraints

Some previous treatments of quanti�ation by only have already onsidered do-

main restritions based on logial relations between the possible alternatives. For

instane, Shwarzshild (1997) suggests basially that only 's quanti�ation domain

should be (a) onsistent, f. (18), and (b) its elements should not entail one another,

f. (19).

3

His argument for onsisteny is that alternatives that only hooses from

should all be aepted in the ommon ground, and sine the ommon ground is

onsistent, the alternatives are, too. The prohibition of entailement is justi�ed by

referring to Kratzer's (1989) argumentation reapitulated in the previous setion.

4

These assumptions play an important role in Shwarzshild's reasoning, leading to

the onlusion that Rooth's Fous-determined onstraint is not neessary as suh

and an be derived from a number of independent priniples|in general, a very

appealing theoretial point.

(18) Consisteny:

P = fp

1

; :::; p

n

g is onsistent i�

n

T

i=1

p

i

6= ;

2

Example (16) is parallel to (4), in that the exluded alternative `Eleanor poisoned Rosamund'

entails the seleted one `Eleanor killed Rosamund'. Example (17) is analogous to (6).

3

Two remarks are due here. First, Shwarzshild makes only quantify over properties, rather

than propositions, so the atual onstraint reads: the quanti�ation domain does not ontain two

properties suh that one of them is a subproperty of the other, e.g. `invite Andre for dinner' and

`invite Andre for a meal'. However, his de�nition of subproperty is based on entailment, so the

notion an be diretly extrapolated to propositions. Seond, the de�nition given in (19) is stronger

than Shwarzshild's subproperty prohibition. It says that not only individual alternatives are

not allowed to entail one another, but also a onjuntion of some alternatives may not entail a

disjuntion of some other alternatives. The ounterexample may sound somewhat far-fethed, but

if this were not required, then D = f`Geo�rey has a brother', `Geo�rey has a sister', `Eleanor is

Geo�rey's mother', 'Eleanor has three hildren'g would be a well-formed quanti�ation domain,

in whih ase the sentene only([Eleanor is Geo�rey's mother℄ and [Eleanor has three hildren℄)

would entail both that Geo�rey has siblings and that Geo�rey has neither a sister nor a brother.

4

Kratzer (1989) disusses the relation of subfat, whih she alls `lumping' insisting that `lumps'

should not be exluded by only. In fat, she emphasizes that lumping and entailment should not

be onfused, but the de�nition of `lumping' she ultimately proposes is based on a subset relation on

sets of situations, f. entailment is inlusion on sets of worlds. In other words, Kratzer's lumping

and entailment are very similar and lead to the same theoretial problems, to be disussed in

setion 5. This allows us to ignore this distintion in the urrent ontext.
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(19) Prohibition of entailment:

P = fp

1

; :::; p

n

g is entailment-prohibited i�

8p

1

; :::; p

l

2 P8q

1

; :::; q

m

2 P : (fp

1

; :::; p

l

g \ fq

1

; :::; q

m

g = ;)!

:

�

l

T

i=1

p

i

�

m

S

i=1

q

i

�

Let's aept Shwarzshild's assumptions without argument for the time be-

ing and add the requirement that the quanti�ation domain D be omplement-

onsistent. Thus D must satisfy three logial onstraints: it should be onsistent

(18), omplement-onsistent (11), and entailment-prohibited (19). These are ne-

essary onditions for a set of proposions to be logially independent. If logial

independene of some set of propositions P is understood as onsisteny of all pos-

sible ombinations (solutions, f. (20)) of positive and negative \evaluations" of

the propositions in P (21) then it an be shown that the three requirements listed

above are also suÆient, f. fat (22).

(20) Solution of a set of propositions P = fp

1

; :::; p

n

g is a proposition

n

T

i=1

q

i

where q

i

= p

i

or q

i

= �p

i

.

(21) Logial Independene:

P = fp

1

; :::; p

n

g is independent i� it has no empty solutions.

(22) P is independent i�

a. P is onsistent, and

b. P is omplement-onsistent, and

. P is entailment-prohibited

This means that instead of imposing three logial onstraints it is enough to

impose one, that of logial independene. Thus we end up with a list of three

onstraints on D: the Fous-determined onstraint (2), the Relevane (9) and the

Independene onstraint (23).

(23) The Independene onstraint:

D is logially independent.

Given these onstraints and the assumption that the seleted alternative is

part of domain D, the ontraditions that the semantis of only gave rise to are

eliminated. For instane, sine (24b) entails (24a), if (24a) is in the quanti�ation

domain, then (24b) is not. Thus the sentene `Eleanor only has a hild' orretly

fails to entail that she has no son. Similarly, (25a) and (25b) annot both be part

of the same quanti�ation domain as omplement-inonsistent, thus if the sentene

`Henry only disinherited Rihard' exludes that he disinherited John it will not

exlude that he did not disinherit John at the same time.

(24) a. Eleanor has a hild.

b. Eleanor has a son.

(25) a. Henry disinherited John.

b. Henry did not disinherit John.
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In short, the problems aused by logial dependenies between propositions

that only quanti�es over an be simply remedied by expliitly requiring their mu-

tual independene. In the next two setions I disuss some shortomings of this

approah.

5 An empirial problem: Quantity sales

One serious problem that the analysis presented above runs into has to do with

quantity sales. Sales like some < all or the natural numbers are one of the most

basi kinds of quanti�ation domains for exhaustifying operators. A sentene like

(26a) should be able to entail (26b) whih would be the ase if both `Eleanor has

three sons' and `Eleanor has four sons' belonged to only 's domain of quanti�ation.

However, it annot be sine this pair of propositions violates the prohibition of

entailment.

(26) a. Eleanor only has three sons.

b. Eleanor does not have four sons.

Sine elements of a sale are, by de�nition, ordered aording to their informa-

tivity, and relative informativity of two propositions typially redues to entailment,

sales represent a huge lass of data with respet to whih a theory based on log-

ial independene makes false preditions. Note that the same problem arises for

Kratzer (1989) and Shwarzshild (1997) whose notions of subfat/subproperty are

based on entailment.

Thus what is needed is some way to distinguish between \subfats" like `Eleanor

has a hild' vs. `Eleanor has a son' on the one hand and \pure entailments" like (26)

on the other. From a purely tehnial point of view, this is possible: entailment

imposes a total linear order on sets of propositions built up on the basis of lexial

sales, like ::: ) `Eleanor has four sons' ) `Eleanor has three sons' ) `Eleanor

has two sons' ) ::: By ontrast, a hyperonym usually has more than one \diret"

hyponym, e.g. hild vs. son and daughter, therefore entailment is a partial order

on the orresponding sets of propositions. Now if a linear sale is de�ned as the set

of propositions totally ordered by entailment, one an weaken the Independene

onstraint (23) to (27) so as to allow for linear sales. In this way, we an keep

the proposition `Eleanor has four hildren' as a possible alternative to `Eleanor has

three hildren', so the ability of sentenes like (26a) to entail (26b) is reovered.

(27) The weak Independene onstraint:

D is independent or a linear sale.

Of ourse, even if this solution gets most of the fats right it laks any expla-

nation, and it is doubtful that a reasonable justi�ation an be found for making

linearity of entailment suh an important riterion determining the geometry of

possible quanti�ation domains. The real solution should probably be based on

Kratzer's (1989) suggestion that the \forbidden" logial relation between alterna-

tives be distint from entailment.

5

However, the formal implementation of this idea

is a highly non-trivial task. The �rst plae to look for an appropriate mehanism

may be the realm of part-whole relations on abstrat entities suh as events or

5

It is neessary to note though that one Shwarzshild's subproperties are made distint from

entailments, ertain parts of his derivation beome invalid.
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situations (Kratzer, 1989; Ekardt, 1998). This is a hallenging enterprise and its

realization is outside the sope of the urrent paper.

6 A oneptual problem: Alternative quanti�a-

tion domains

Another problem of an approah based on logial onstraints has to do with the

non-funtional harater of these onstraints.

The Relevane onstraint, for instane, an be onsidered funtional in the

sense that given a partiular question under disussion Q, it is possible to de�ne

a funtion that maps any set of propositions P to its single biggest subset of

relevant propositions P

r

so that any other relevant subset of P would be inluded

in P

r

. For relational onstraints suh as Independene (23) in general there is

no suh funtion. A set of propositions P an have multiple subsets that satisfy

Independene but do not inlude one another. This is the ase beause one and

the same proposition in P may or may not pass the Independene �lter depending

on what other propositions pass it. For instane, if the set of propositions in (6) is

further restrited by Independene, both (28) and (29) are valid outomes.

(28) a. Henry disinherited Rihard.

b. Henry disinherited John.

(29) a. Henry disinherited Rihard.

b. Henry did not disinherit John.

Unfortunately, the information state as it has been de�ned so far does not o�er

any obvious method to ompare (28) and (29). The question partitions established

by these two domains are idential. In other words, we got rid of ontraditions

but inreased the ambiguity of only-sentenes. That is, a sentene like `Henry only

disinherited Rihard' no longer entails both that Henry did and did not disinherit

John, but it may entail one or the other depending on the information state. The

diÆulty is that the urrent de�nition of Relevane always assigns the same rel-

evane values to a proposition and its omplement. However, if there were some

riterion that would allow us to say that p is more (or less) relevant than �p in a

ertain ontext then one of the quanti�ation domains (28) or (29) ould be piked

as the preferred one.

A notion of relevane with the desired properties has in fat been proposed

by van Rooy (2002). In his theory, relevane is a gradual parameter whose value

depends on the urrent deision situation of an agent. A deision situation is

haraterized by a number of alternative ations onsidered by the agent, eah of

whih is assigned a onditional utility value in eah world or lass of worlds weighted

in terms of their probability. The expeted utility of an ation is determined by

the sum of its onditional utilities multiplied by the probabilities of orresponding

worlds. Then the relevane value of a proposition p is measured by the di�erene

in the expeted utility of the most useful ation before and after learning p. In a

ertain sense, relevane of information p is the extent to whih it helps the agent

to make the best deision. This notion of Relevane is generally able to distinguish

between a proposition and its omplement, but it depends ruially on the funtion

assigning onditional utilities to the alternative ations. The hoie of this funtion,

unspei�ed so far, will determine the preditive power of the overall theory.
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7 Conlusions and Perspetives

In this paper I have onsidered some undesirable, and often absurd, onsequenes

that sentenes with only an have if the propositions in the quanti�ation domain

are not logially independent. A number of problemati ases whih had previously

been disussed in an unrelated way were treated here as a single luster. It has

been shown that Rooth's Fous-determined onstraint and the Relevane onstraint

based on Groenendijk's (1999) notion of answerhood still allow for unwanted logial

relations between the elements of the quanti�ation domain, i.e. fail to prevent

ontraditions.

With Kratzer (1989) I argued that additional domain restritions should be in-

trodued (restritions violated by the Lunati), rather than looking for a stronger

notion of relevane. These onstraints should guarantee at least that the quanti�-

ation domain of only is omplement-onsistent and does not ontain hyponymous

propositions or subfats. To ahieve this goal, I explored the theoretial option of

introduing an expliit requirement of logial independene of the domain.

The proposed Independene onstraint indeed preludes the onsidered types of

ontraditions, but it provides inorret results with respet to an important lass

of quanti�ation domains|quantity sales. This problem was partly handled by a

tehnial trik based on the observation that quanti�er sales are linear, whereas

the hyperonym-hyponym relation is usually branhing. However, the real solution

should probably be based on an appropriate notion of a part-whole relation, dis-

tint from entailment, de�ned on abstrat entities|events or fats. Another prob-

lem of the proposed analysis is the non-funtional harater of the Independene

onstraint. One and the same Question under Disussion an make di�erent quan-

ti�ation domains relevant. This problem an possibly be approahed along the

lines proposed in van Rooy (2002) whih onsiders relevane as a gradual property

making it possible to distinguish between and ompare the alternative quanti�a-

tion domains.
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